Codeproof
Enterprise
Mobile Security

A modern enterprise security and mobility management software that enables businesses to easily secure, deploy and
manage mobile applications and corporate data on company-owned and employee-owned (BYOD) mobile devices.
Codeproof offers an integrated BYOD security and mobile management platform built on top of Amazon's elastic
cloud stack for maximum scalability and security. The platform includes Mobile Device Management, Mobile App
Management, Enterprise Appstore, Mobile Kiosk, Data Usage Monitoring, and Geofencing solutions.

Differentiators

Simple
to Use
The cloud
dashboard
makes it easy
to manage
a large group
of devices.

Fast
Instant policy
update from
centralized
dashboard
and quick
device
enrollment.

Extensive
policies
The tab-based
policy editor
makes it easy
to manage
hundreds
of policies

Data
Security
The Codeproof
platform focuses
on data security
and data
leakage
prevention.

Pay per use
Purchase
licenses as you
grow your
business.
No upfront
commitment
required.

Patented
Technology
The Codeproof
mobile security
technology
is patented
in the
United States
(U.S. Patent
No. 9,083,752)

Personal
Customer
support
Codeproof
offers one of the
best customer
support in the
EMM industry
according to the
CIO Magazine.

Ranked as #1
Android MDM
in 2018 by
Business.com

Product Offerring
Android Enterprise
Android Enterprise, formerly known as Android For Work (AfW), is
an advanced EMM framework available on Android marshmallow
(6.0+) and above versions of Android devices. The Codeproof
implementation of Android Enterprise offers the following
capabilities:
• Silently deploy and manage apps from Google Playstore
including the enterprise Appstore.
• Supports work profile container for managing employee owned
BYOD devices.
• Supports Samsung, LG, Motorola, Kyocera, Alcatel, Sony,
Lenovo, Nokia, Sonim, and many more device brands.
Apple Business Manager
The Codeproof platform fully supports Apple device enrollment
program and apps deployment using the latest Apple Business
Manager (formerly known as DEP & VPP).
BYOD and Workspace Container
The Codeproof platform supports work space container and
work profile management for employee owned devices.
Kiosk Mode
The Codeproof Kiosk mode allows admins to block unwanted
apps on employee devices. As a result, end-users can only launch
the admin-allowed apps from the custom home screen Kiosk mode.
The feature also allows admins to set the custom background logo
and branding information remotely from the Codeproof dashboard.
Application Whitelisting and Blacklisting
Enable or disable only a specific set of apps installed on the
device.

Secure Browser
The Secure Browser app limits Web browsing to
websites allowed by admins from the cloud
dashboard. Admins can block websites based on
URL or keywords. Secure Browser also blocks
advertisement and malicious websites. All the
browser features are remotely managed from the
Codeproof dashboard for the entire group of
enrolled devices.
Usage and Expense Management
The Codeproof platform offers data and call
usage analytics capabilities, including monitoring
and restricting data usage on multiple devices.
Location Tracking and Geofencing
Remotely monitor the physical location of devices
and get notified when the device enters/exits
specified geographical regions.
Configure WiFi, Email and VPN
Remotely configure WiFi, Email, and VPN settings
on the device.
Password Policy and Encryption
Enable strong passcode policies and storage
encryption on the device.
Reporting
Codeproof platform offers various apps and
device inventory reports.
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